
architecture because,
i. It uses distinct address and data buses.
ii. It uses distinct instruction and data memories.
iii. It uses separate instruction and data buses.
iv. It uses separate instruction and data caches.

(d) In a load-store architecture like ARM only the load and store instructions are
allowed to access memory. Which of the following is not a reason behind
choosing a load-store architecture for ARM?
i. So that each stage in the ARM instruction pipeline executes in a single cycle.
ii. So that we can achieve the ideal pipeline throughput of one instruction
execution per cycle.
iii. Allowing ALU instructions to get their operands from memory will increase
the time for their execution.
iv. Multiple instructions do not try to access memory at the same time.

(e) Which of the following statements· is(are) not true regarding conditional
instruction execution in 8051 IARM?
i. In 8051 only the branch or jump instruction can be executed conditionally.
ii. In both THUMB and ARM states in the ARM processor all the instructions
can be executed conditionally.
iii. Each of the ARM instructions has a condition field which decides whether
the instruction would be executed or it acts as a NOP.
iv. Although all the instructions in ARM are executed, the condition field in each
decides whether the instruction would update the destination register or not.
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Answer the following questions. For questions with multiple answers, marks will (1 x5)
be awarded only if all the correct answers are given.
Which of the following is not a necessary condition for choosing a
microcontroller for your system:
i. Availability ofa large register file.
ii. Sufficient amount of RAMI ROM, number ofl/O pins and timers on the chip.
iii. Availability of third party support.
iv. Low power consumption and low unit cost. ,
Which of the following statements is(are) true regarding the overflow flag in
805] or ARM7?
i. The overflow flag is set whenever there is a carry out of the most significant
bit.
ii. The overflow flag is set when the most significant bit is changed by adding
two numbers with the same sign.
iii. The overflow tlag is set when the most significant bit is changed by
subtracting two numbers with opposite signs.
iv. The overtlow tlag is set when the carry into and out of the MSB are the same.

(c) Each of the 8051 and ARM rnicrocontrollers is said to follow a Harvard

(a)

(b)
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2. (a)

3. (a)

4.

(d)

(e)

(b)

Write a program to search for a number in an array of 50 numbers stored in
memory starting from the address 40H using a linear search subroutine, LS. Pass
the starting address and the size of the array through the registers RO and R2
respectively. Pass the number to be searched, 29, to the subroutine through the
memory location labelled NUM. In your program use the conditional jump
instructions JZ, JNZ, CJNE and DJNZ.
The accompanying figure shows the
interfacing of an LCD display module to the
port PI of the 8051 microcontroller. Answer
the following questions with respect to this
interfacing circuitry:
i. What is the role of each of the signal lines,
RS, RJW and E?
ii. What is the use of the potentiometer?
Write a program in 8051 C to continuously
display your roll number on this LCD module.
Interface a 4x4 keyboard to the 8051 microcontroller through ports PI and P2 (6+10)
and answer the following questions with respect to this circuitry:
i. How do you detect a key press?
ii. How to know which ofthe keys has been pressed?
Give a flow chart to indicate the steps needed to recognize a pressed key. Keep
the provision for key debouncing and follow the scheme two-key-lockout to
handle multiple key presses at a time.
Answer any four of the following questions with respect to the ARM
microcontroller:
Differentiate between the Application profile and Microcontroller profile of the
ARM architecture with respect to their targeted applications. List at least two
features supported by each of these profiles.
If rl =1 0, what is the value stored in rO after executing the following ARM
instruction sequence?
ADD rO, rl, rl, LSL #1
SUB rO, rO, r 1, LSL #4
ADD rO, rO, rl, LSL #7
In 8051 you can switch between the register banks by setting the RSO and RS1
bits in the PSW register. This enables fast context switching. What is the
corresponding feature in ARM that enables fast switching between the user
mode and each of the exception modes? Explain briefly.
Convert the following ARM assembly segment to its equivalent C code given
that the compiler allocates the register R; to the variable i and the register R, to
the variable}:

loop CMP Ri, Rj ;
SUBGT Ri, Ri, Rj ;
SUBLE Rj, Rj, Ri ;
BNE loop;

The ARM processor has got four branch instructions, namely B, BL, BX, BLX.
What is the difference between the instructions, Band BL and what is the
difference between the instructions, BL and BLX?

(6+4+6)

+5V

(c)
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5. (a) What are the data types available in ARM?
How does the Little Endian type of storage differ from the Big Endian type of
storage? Suppose that the number OxOAOBOCOD is stored at memory location
1000 in the Big Endian format. If the processor now assumes the data to be
stored using the Little Endian format, what will it get if it reads (i) a byte, (ii) a
half-word, (iii) a word, from the location 1000? Now if the data bus lines are
connected to memory in reverse order, that is, bit-O of data bus is connected to
data line 31 of memory, I to 30, and so on, what values will be read in the three
cases.
Unlike 8051, ARM does not have any RET or RETI instruction in its instruction
set. So, to return to any application program executing in the user mode after
processing one of the exception routines in the corresponding exception mode,
one has to explicitly manipulate the program counter? For returning from the
SWI (software interrupt) mode, one needs to execute the instruction "MOYS
R 15, R14". Explain how this instruction returns control to the correct location in
the user mode. Again, to return from the IRQ, FIQ and Frog. Abort modes the
instruction is "SUBS R 15, R14, #4" and to return from the Data Abort mode, the
instruction is "SUBS R15, R14, #8". Explain why you need three different
instructions to return to the user mode from different exception modes.
The following figure gives the complete state transition diagram of a process. (10+6)
Explain when a process enters and exits each ofthe seven states.
What are conditions for the process to make the state transitions numbered 1,2,
3 and 4?

6.

7. (a)

(3+3+2
+8)

(b)

(b)
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The tasks that execute in a real time system can be classified as: Periodic and (6+3x3)
aperiodic tasks, Sporadic tasks, Critical tasks and Noncritical tasks. Explain with
examples characteristics of each of the task types.
Answer any three of the following questions briefly.
i. List three major differences between real-time software and conventional
software?
ii. What do you mean by priority inversion? Can there be priority inversion in
the following cases:

a. A lower priority process asking for a resource currently held by a higher
priority process?

b. A higher priority process asking for a resource currently held by a lower
priority process?

iii. Compare cyclic scheduling with table driven scheduling.
iv. Write briefly on the Blue-tooth communication interface.
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